Packaging and Shuttle Recycling
Program Summary
/// PROGRAM PURPOSE
To provide an empty drum return program as a free method of recycling Bayer crop protection containers.
This program assists in environmental conservation by recycling used Herbicide and Acceleron® BASIC and
STANDARD packaging containers. The offer provides for annual collection and proper disposal of proprietary
Bayer shuttles that contained eligbile Bayer products. Smaller containers can be recycled via Ag Container
Recycling Council (ACRC) locations. The ACRC website is: http://www.acrecycle.org.

/// QUALIFYING PARTICIPANTS / GEOGRAPHY
•

United States, excluding Alaska, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands

/// QUALIFYING PARTICIPANTS
Any Bayer empty drums that have exceeded their usable service life and contained any Bayer-branded crop
protection product qualify for the Crop Protection Packaging and Shuttle Recycle Program.
Note: Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBCs) and CUBEs are not eligible for recycling through
Bayer. For Bayer CUBEs and Intermediate Bull Containers (IBCs) manufactured by IBC-NA, call
National Container at 1-888-758-7447. For older CUBEs and IBCs manufactured by Schuetz, call
1-888-SCHUETZ or 1-888-724-8389.

/// REQUIREMENTS / OFFER
•

Bayer will schedule container pickup for customers with quantities of 10 or more shuttles or drums.

• Hawaii participants will be required to have full container quantities to receive a customer pickup.
Scheduling lead time may exceed 60 days.
• Retailers access the Shuttle and Drum Pick-Up Request Form by contacting 800-325-1224 or
sending a request to cpsgcustomerservice@bayer.com. Bayer will contact the retail location to
arrange a pickup date.
•

Bayer does not accept competitors’ containers.

/// PROCEDURES
When participating in this program, please use the following procedures, which were developed as part of our
commitment to environmental stewardship.
1.

Identify used Bayer shuttles and drums that need to be replaced or recycled.

2. Triple-rinse and thoroughly drain containers to ensure they are free of any possible pesticide. Any
container submitted for recycling with visible residue cannot be accepted and will be returned
to the dealer.
3. Call in your pickup requests to Bayer Crop Protection Customer Care at 1-800-325-1224
or send to cpsgcustomerservice@bayer.com.
4.

Please do not contact commercial carriers or recycling services directly.

   •

Bayer will not be responsible for freight charges incurred by Retailers.

   • Bayer will pay the shipping costs, but will not reimburse retailers for replacement costs or
competitor’s containers.
5. All bungs for drums and shuttles must be in place and securely tightened. Replacement bungs are
available free of charge. Contact Crop Protection Customer Care at 1-800-325-1224.

/// TIMING
•

Bayer will document pickup requests throughout the year.

/// FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: Is there a collection center I can use to store my used containers and Shuttles?
A: Bayer will pick up directly from Retailers and will not be using collection centers.
Q: How do I request a pickup?
A: Contact Bayer Crop Protection Customer Care at 1-800-325-1224.
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